Inspired by a classic: The men's toy COBRA LIBRE II re-tuned!
FUN FACTORY has fine-tuned the unique top-hit COBRA LIBRE! While the sporty design of
the masturbator for men remains unchanged, the controls and the two powerful motors have
been completely overhauled. COBRA LIBRE II is the new penis charmer of the highest class!
Bremen, June 2014 – A classic design with sporty details, 11 gears with intuitive automatic
control that can be easily operated with one hand, and not one but two efficient electric motors. Most car owners can only dream of such details! Yet the new COBRA LIBRE II is more
than a dream car. Men can now lean back and relax. The penis charmer from the house of
FUN FACTORY pleasures the very sensitive penis tip and brings users with every ride right
to the finish line!
With the sleek-elegant design inspired by the legendary British sports car classic AC Cobra, the
powerful COBRA LIBRE II is a highlight for all the senses. Two motors create 11 finely tuned vibration rhythms for a direct stimulation of the penis tip, which thanks to the long-lasting vibrations is like
a long, breath-taking blow job.
Sometimes gentle, other times intense – the
COBRA LIBRE II wins over drivers of any
speed! The thrilling ride can be enjoyed without any hindrances because the rechargeable penis charmer doesn't have to be moved
up and down by hand like other men's toys.
The inner lining of this power package convinces with its velvety, really soft medical
grade silicone which wraps around the penis
and pleasures it. With a little water and soap the inner chamber of this waterproof toy can be easily
and completely cleaned.

Every man's dream on two wheels
The control unit on the COBRA LIBRE II has also been completely reworked. The three easy to
reach buttons on the new PRESS FUN TO PLAY control unit ensures easy navigation even in the
dark or underwater. Just as its name promises, both motors are started by pressing the FUN button,
and with the two other buttons you can easily switch gears.
Special features included
The charge level indicator which is unique for sex toys guarantees that no one will every run out of
gas half-way to the finish line:
When the toy is connected via the magnetic
charging point to the enclosed USB
CHARGER, the number of illuminated buttons
indicate the remaining power. If just one oft the
three buttons is lit up, than you need to refuel
right way – if all three are lit up, then the next
pit stop isn't needed for awhile.
Thanks to the comfortable USB CHARGER the
COBRA LIBRE II can go on tours around the
world and never run out of gas. It can easily be loaded via the computer, tablet or a by using a country-specific plug adaptor also via the local electrical network.
Well thought out, right down to the last detail. The comfortable key lock prevents unwanted motor
revving in your bags and the practical “quick stop“ with the FUN button promises optimal insurance
for unexpected braking.
Reprint free of charge. Please include a receipt.
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About FUN FACTORY:
FUN FACTORY, one of Europe's largest manufacturers of aesthetic and stylish love toys, has its headquarters
in Bremen, Germany. From the first sketch, to the design and the technical implementation right up to
completion of the toy – the trends and latest hits in the industry are and remain “Made in Germany“ and come
directly from this Hanseatic city. It was here that FUN FACTORY was founded in 1996 by Dirk Bauer and
Michael Pahl. In 2003, the first subsidiary of FUN FACTORY opened in the USA and in 2013 a branch in
Spain. Today the company has over 120 employees and makes customers from all over the world happy with
its products.
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